Homework 3

Due: Oct. 3, 2017 at 6:00 PM (early)
     Oct. 6, 2017 at 6:00 PM (on time)
     Oct. 8, 2017 at 6:00 PM (late)

This is a partner homework as usual: work on all problems together; come to all office hours together; you are responsible for everything you and your partner submit and it is an academic code violation to submit something that is not yours. Check for your partner in the Google doc that was sent out. **If you don’t have a partner, please let us know.**

Problem 4 involves writing Java code, which must be handed in electronically using the hand-in script. Run `cs157_handin hw3` to copy everything from your current directory to our grading system. Starter code for these problems is in the directory `/course/cs157/pub/stencils/` Please **do not** rename the files/functions when you hand them in, or else your TA’s will be sad. Make sure your functions return their results by assigning to the designated output variable and not by printing to the screen. Code will be graded automatically so there will be no style grades, and partial credit may not be given for code that does not work. Other parts of these problems involve writing explanations in complete sentences that must be handed in separately on paper to the hand-in bin as usual.

**S/NC track:** do problems 1, 3, and 5 and indicate “S/NC” on each problem so we can give S/NC-specific feedback.

**Local Area Mom Makes Quick Online Cache**

As a stay at home mom, it can be hard to deal with the constant chaos of kids.

Between using dynamic programming to pack the most into your kid’s lunchbox, using greedy algorithms to fit the most fun into your kid’s schedule, and using Djikstra’s to find the the fastest route to the soccer game, being a mom is exhausting—and expensive.

While your kids are real joys for the most part, and you wouldn’t have it any other way, you often find yourself strapped for time and money.

Fortunately, thanks to the internet, there are all sorts of way to earn quick cash on the side, even while dealing with the constant headaches and interruptions that come with being a parent.

After some quick searches you find the following post from an anonymous local professor:

```
CL  rhode island > jobs > software/qa/dba/etc
```

**Quick Online Cache (Providence)**

looking for someone to create quick online cache for fluid dynamics research machine.
part time work. hours flexible. do not expect responses before noon.

- Principals only. Recruiters, please don't contact this job poster.
- do NOT contact us with unsolicited services or offers
Perfect—you’re quite the systems programmer, and this is just what you had in mind. You send in your resume, and go back to making pancakes with the fewest number of flips.

... The next day, you receive an email—not only did you get the job, but you’ve also been given your first assignment:

---

The team contest starts now! There are 24 problems in the attached handout (also on our website), organized roughly in order of difficulty. Start organizing your team early to divide the work, start collaborating, start teaching your teammates your solutions, and practicing your presentations against each other. Remember, our TAs are here to help, so come to hours.

Your grade on this depends on your team’s performance, so work together, and have fun! Come to the team contest with a catchy team name so we can tell you apart.

All team contest sessions will be in either the GIT or Dares Holley (see below). The GIT elevators will be unlocked for the team contest; arrive a few minutes early if your session is in Dares Holley since it may be harder to get into after hours.

If you have not signed up for a team but are still taking the class, please email the TAs list "immediately" with your availability so you can participate in this crucial part of the course. We can't make last-minute additions to teams.

Have fun!
Paul

---

Wow!

You’re a bit confused—Is this is an actual job? Are you getting paid? What do they mean by “TAs”?

Nonetheless, you are excited to get started.

Problem 1

Quick Online Cache In Only A Few Simple Steps

(25 points total)

Recall the analysis from class comparing the “least recently used” (LRU) cache policy to the optimal offline policy. “Offline” in this sense means the algorithm can see all memory requests—past and future!—before deciding how to respond to each, and is thus unrealistic in a computational sense, though corresponds to our notion of what a “wizard” would do. By comparison, an online algorithm must respond to each request before the next request occurs. All realistic cache algorithms are online.
One can prove (using techniques you will see in the upcoming “greedy algorithms” section of this course) that an optimal offline policy is that every time a new entry is loaded to a full cache: evict from cache the entry that will first be used farthest into the future. We will refer to this policy as “OPT”. For this assignment, you can assume this is an optimal policy.

1. (4 points) Consider three different cache policies: 1) OPT, as described above; 2) LRU, which always evicts from cache the memory location least recently used; and 3) FIFO, the “first in, first out” rule, which evicts the item that entered the cache earliest. Describe the sequence of evictions for each of these three algorithms on a cache of size 4 for the following sequence of memory accesses: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 3, 6, 2, 1, 4, 7, 7, 4, 5, 6, 3, 4, 1, where the cache starts out empty.

2. (4 points) Show that on a cache of size $k$, the FIFO scheme can have $k$ times more cache misses than the LRU scheme. (Hint: Fill up the cache initially with $k$ elements 1 through $k$, and then find a sequence of memory accesses on $k + 1$ elements where the LRU scheme has only 1 cache miss while the FIFO scheme has $k$.)

3. (4 points) Show the reverse of the above, that on a cache of size $k$, the LRU scheme can have $k$ times more cache misses than the FIFO scheme. (Hint: See above hint.)

4. (3 points) Show that the OPT scheme with a cache of size $k$ can be arbitrarily worse than the OPT scheme with a cache of size $k + 1$. In particular, find an infinite sequence of memory accesses that requires 0 cache misses with size $k + 1$ cache, but an arbitrarily large number of cache misses with size $k$ cache. (While this is a lot of cache misses, as you will show in the next problem, these cache misses are infrequent—at most one out of every $k$ requests will generate a cache miss, as it turns out.)

5. We now analyze something slightly more tricky, where you cannot just pick a single sequence of memory accesses to prove your result.

   a. (4 points) Consider the OPT scheme, when the cache initially holds memory locations 1...$k$, and is presented a sequence of $k$ memory accesses that are each between 1 and $k + 1$. Show that OPT has at most one cache miss, total, in this situation.

   b. (4 points) Show that for all non-random online cache algorithms $A$ (online means, in particular, that $A$ is not OPT), and arbitrary initial contents of a size $k$ cache, there exists a sequence of $k$ memory accesses to locations between 1 and $k + 1$ such that $A$ has a cache miss on every one of the $k$ accesses. (Hint: Describe how to choose such a sequence of requests assuming you could simulate the behavior of algorithm $A$.)

   c. (2 points) Conclude that, for caches of size $k$, the competitive ratio between OPT and any non-random online cache algorithm is at least $k$. (Note: The word “conclude” means that you have already done the hard part of this problem, and now you just need to very clearly write down the definition of “for caches of size $k$, the competitive ratio between OPT and any non-random online cache algorithm is at least $k$”, and assemble pieces from the previous parts to prove that this definition is satisfied.)

Comment: As you have just shown, caches can perform drastically better or worse than other caches that are only slightly different. It might seem that we should just throw up our hands and give up on designing a reasonable cache. However, recall the very clean result from class that showed the simple LRU cache is 2-competitive with OPT (and hence with any other cache strategy!), as long as we make the cache twice as large. This simple change of perspective is what competitive analysis is very good at providing.
Problem 2

She Changed The Order Of Array Traversal—What Happened Next Will Shock You!

(20 points total)

Many algorithms, including many of the dynamic programming algorithms we have seen, involve reading through all the elements of an \( n \times n \) array in order, and perhaps doing some local operations along the way. There are two common ways to order a 2-dimensional array: row-major order, and column-major order. In row-major order, first you go through the elements of the first row in order, then you go through the elements of the second row in order, etc., traversing each row after the previous one. Alternatively, in column-major order, you first go down the first column, and then go through each subsequent column in turn. These two orders are also the two main options for how to store arrays in memory: assuming we store an \( n \times n \) array as a contiguous block of memory, do we store the array in row-major order or column-major order? Explicitly, element \((i, j)\) of the array, where \(i\) is the row and \(j\) is the column, indexed from 0, is stored in memory location \(i + n \cdot j\) in column-major order, but in location \(n \cdot i + j\) in row-major order. According to Wikipedia (check it out!), C and Python store arrays in row-major order, while Matlab and Fortran store arrays in column-major order.

When an algorithm traverses an array, it is important to know if it is traversing the array in the same order that the programming language stores the array in, or the other order. That is, if your algorithm traverses the array in row-major order, your algorithm might have different performance depending on whether your programming language stores the array in row-major order, versus column-major order.

In this problem, we will compare the cache behavior of traversing in the same order, versus the other order. Model the cache as follows: the cache is of total size \(c\) (perhaps \(2^{16}\)), consisting of cache lines each of size \(\ell\) (perhaps \(2^6\)); each time your code requests access to a memory address, if it is not in cache, the aligned block of memory of size \(\ell\) containing the requested location is copied to the cache in time \(t\), and the least recently used cache line is evicted from cache. ("Aligned" here means that the start of each cache line will be a memory address that is a multiple of \(\ell\); if \(\ell = 64\) then locations 0...63 are a valid cache line, as are locations 64...127, but not 30...93.)

1. (6 points) How much time does it take to read an \(n \times n\) array in the same order as it is stored in, as a function of \(n, c, \ell,\) and \(t\)? Justify your answer, though feel free to assume that \(\ell\) divides \(n\).

2. (7 points) How much time does it take to read an \(n \times n\) array in the other order from which it is stored, as a function of \(n, c, \ell,\) and \(t\)? Justify your answer, though feel free to assume that \(\ell\) divides \(n\).

3. (4 points) Plot the answers from the previous two parts as a function of \(n\) (by hand is fine, as long as the plot is clear and labeled), taking \(c = 2^{16}, \ell = 2^6,\) and \(t = 1\) (arbitrary time units). You should pick the range of \(n\) to be most communicative.

4. (3 points) In light of the previous graph, describe qualitatively how, in practice, you might notice that your code is running into cache issues.
Problem 3

Mathworks HATES Her: Mom Uses One Quick Trick to Improve Matlab’s Memory Allocation
(30 points total)

Matlab has the convenient feature of letting you write “off the end” of arrays. That is, if myarray is an array of size 10 (indexed in Matlab by indices 1 through 10), then you are allowed to set the 11th entry of this array of size 10, as in myarray(11) = 1234; or the 300th entry of this array, as in myarray(300) = 111;

How does Matlab manage this internally? Until recently, it had the following straightforward algorithm: each array corresponds to a contiguous block of memory of exactly the right size; every time the user wants to modify an element of the array, if the element is “inside” the array, do it; otherwise, allocate a new contiguous block of memory that is exactly the right size to hold the new expanded array, copy the old array to its new memory space, set the new parts of the array to be 0, and then implement the assignment the user requested; finally, free the memory that is storing the old version of the array and update the Matlab variable to point to the new version of the array. You may ignore the run-time of memory allocation and freeing as operating systems generally do this very quickly.

1. (4 points) Given an array A of size \( \leq n \) in the original Matlab implementation, what is the longest amount of time it might take to make the assignment \( A(i) = 17 \) for some \( i \leq n \), expressed in big-O notation in terms of \( n \)? You should give a specific example, analyze its cost, and then show that every other example has at most the same big-O cost.

2. (4 points) Given an array of arbitrary initial size in the original Matlab implementation, what is the worst-case performance of making \( n \) assignments to positions \( \leq n \) in the array? Represent your answer in big-O notation. As in part 1, give a specific example, and argue why this is the worst case. (Hint: use your result from part 1.)

3. (4 points) The preallocation strategy for writing Matlab code involves figuring out the final size of your array before you make any assignments, and then initializing your array to the zeros array of that size before running the rest of your code. This involves foresight, and may or may not be possible, depending on how complicated your code making the assignments is. Nonetheless, this is clearly the optimal (but possibly unattainable) strategy: allocate the memory once, and then perform each assignment in constant time. What is the competitive ratio of the original Matlab algorithm to this optimal (with foresight) algorithm, expressed in big-O notation in terms of \( n \)? (Hint: For \( k \) memory accesses made to locations \( \leq n \), what is the cost of \( OPT \)? Using the previous parts, describe an example that performs much worse than \( OPT \) in the original Matlab implementation. And then slightly generalize previous parts to prove an upper bound, for any \( k, n \), of the cost of the original Matlab implementation which lets you show that in all cases the ratio of Matlab to \( OPT \) is no worse than your example.)

4. (2 points) What is the competitive ratio of memory usage? (Remember, “memory usage” means the highest amount of memory used at any instant, including at any instant in the array–expanding procedure.) Your answer should be an absolute constant. Justify your constant from both directions, as in previous parts.
5. How might we improve Matlab’s performance? Stop and think here for a bit. Consider the following strategy: every time we are forced to expand an array, instead of expanding it only as much as is necessary, we now round up to the nearest power of 2 size.

(a) (5 points) What is the competitive ratio of memory usage between this strategy and the optimal strategy from part 3? (Hint: Consider running code that ends with an array of size \( n \). The competitive ratio is the largest possible ratio between the memory usage of this power of 2 strategy versus the memory usage of the optimal strategy, which is just \( n \). Be sure to consider cases when \( n \) is not a power of 2!)

(b) (8 points) What is the competitive ratio of computation time between this strategy and the optimal strategy from part 3? (Hint: Determine the maximum amount of time spent in the array–expanding code, given that the final array size is \( n \). Then show that there is a short sequence of, e.g., \( O(\log n) \) assignments that demands this much time. Compute the ratio of this time to the time for the optimal algorithm, namely \( n + O(\log n) \)—counting time for initialization and then each of the \( O(\log n) \) assignments. For large \( n \), this competitive ratio should converge to a constant.)

6. (3 points) Current versions of Matlab seem to use the following strategy when expanding arrays: round up to the nearest power of 2, or round up to the next multiple of 1 gigabyte, whichever is nearer. Explain, in the language of competitive analysis (referring to what you learned in parts 3, 4, 5a, and 5b), and informed by what you know about computers and programmers, why this might be a reasonable strategy.

Problem 4

Memory Not What It Used To Be? 3 Tips For A Happy, Healthy Edit Distance Implementation

(21 points)

As a reminder, starter code for this problem is in the directory /course/cs157/pub/stencils/. Be sure to use this stencil, or else your TA’s will be sad. Furthermore, please do not print anything to standard output in the body of any of the editDistance() methods.

A straight-forward implementation of the edit distance algorithm would use a two-dimensional array to store, for pairs \((i, j)\), the edit distance between the first \( i \) characters of the first string and the first \( j \) characters of the second, and then traverse the array row-by-row from lower to higher indices. In this problem we will explore a few simple tweaks to this implementation. To make calculations easier, assume both strings have the same length \( n \).

EditDistanceSimple(s1, s2)
1 Create 2D array table(0...length(s1), 0...length(s2))
2 Set table(i, 0) = i and table(0, j) = j for all valid \( i, j \)
3 for \( i = 1 \) to length(s1)
4 for \( j = 1 \) to length(s2)
5 if \( s1(i) == s2(j) \)
6 table(i, j) = table(i - 1, j - 1)
7 else table(i, j) = 1 + min(table(i - 1, j), table(i - 1, j - 1), table(i, j - 1))
1. (3 points) The amount of memory used by the standard dynamic programming approach to edit distance is $O(n^2)$, which is the same order as the amount of time the algorithm takes. While we might be happy waiting for several billion CPU cycles, our code might crash on current hardware if it also demands several billion memory locations. Fortunately, we do not need to store the whole two-dimensional table: it is enough to store just the current row being computed, and the previous row that we have just finished computing. Implement this strategy in the method `EditDistance2(s1, s2)` using Java.

2. (2 points) Describe, in a few sentences, and using concepts from lecture or your knowledge of systems why and how this approach is an improvement.

3. (3 points) While you have now reduced the memory usage to just two arrays of size roughly $n$, processing a single row is essentially unchanged: there is an `if` statement comparing letters of two strings, of which the true case (line 6) leads to a memory copy from location $(i-1, j-1)$ to location $(i, j)$, and the false case (line 7) leads to a minimum of 3 things being computed; processing a single row touches roughly $2n$ memory locations. There is a way to improve both of these aspects: your challenge in this problem is to find a way to lay out the entries of the table in memory so that when the two letters are the same, instead of doing a memory copy, the algorithm does nothing, i.e., the same memory address is used for location $(i-1, j-1)$ and for location $(i, j)$. Write a method `EditDistance3(s1, s2)` achieving this in Java. (Note: Avoid computing a division or a mod in your inner loop, as these instructions can take 20+ cycles.)

4. (3 points) Give a high level explanation of how your code works.

5. (2 points) In all of the algorithmic variants of edit distance we have seen so far, there is a computationally expensive step of computing a 3-way minimum of memory locations that represent $(i-1, j)$, $(i-1, j-1)$, and $(i, j-1)$. Programming languages typically have a built-in function to compute a 2-way minimum, instead of a 3-way minimum, so to compute a 3-way minimum, you must first compute the minimum of a pair of entries, and then take the minimum of that result and the third item. This leads to three different options for how to compute the 3-way minimum, depending on which pair of entries is considered first. The brainteaser is: which of these three ways is best, and why?

Hint: Try timing your own Java code on Sunlab machines; the speed difference seems to be about two clock cycles per 3-way minimum between the “good” order and the others, in the test case where one string is all A’s and the other string is all B’s. (We recommend timing on desktop/Sunlab machines because battery optimizations on many laptops make code timing inconsistent.)

6. (3 points) In all of the above variants of the edit distance algorithm, we are computing the same entries of the same table, in the same order—just storing them differently. However, there is a different order of computing these entries that may have some advantages: diagonal. We start at $(0, 0)$, and in round $r$, for each $r$ from 1 to $n$, compute the entries along the diagonal going from $(r, 0)$ to $(0, r)$. After $n$ rounds of this, we next compute the entries in the diagonal from $(n, 1)$ to $(1, n)$, and so on. Write a method `EditDistance4(s1, s2)` in Java implementing this idea.

7. (3 points) This order of traversing the 2-dimensional table gets rid of data dependencies: every time we compute something, the result does not need to be used until we work on the next diagonal. One advantage of this is that it lets us parallelize the code (think about what
a parallel version of the previous part would look like!). In a diagonal of length $\ell$, each of the $\ell$ entries can be computed independently, perhaps even by $\ell$ different processors or cores. However, launching so many threads has a cost.

For this problem, consider the following very simple model: you have a total of $n$ tasks to do, and as many processors as you want. Each task takes a unit of time on a processor, which might lead us to expect that we can finish all the tasks in a unit of time if we choose to have $n$ processors; however, launching and synchronizing processors is expensive. Assume that launching $k$ new processors takes $1000k$ units of time. Plot the time of getting work done as a function of $k$, for a workload of $n = 1\,000\,000$ tasks. Plotting by hand is fine, as long as the plot is clear and labeled. What is the best number of processors to use?

8. (2 points) In the model of the previous part, if launching each new processor takes $p$ units of time, what is the best number of processors to use, in terms of $n$ and $p$? Feel free to ignore the issues of rounding.

Problem 5

Inspiring—This Mom’s Blog Post Will Strike A Chord With Every Parent Who Is Also A Capable Computer Scientist

(4 points)

After submitting your work to the handin bin before the 6pm deadline, you decide to reflect on your experiences and write a post for your wildly successful, half parenting/half computer science blog, Raising A Child Is NP-Hard.

Each of the problems in this homework is included for a reason, and here is your chance to reflect on these reasons and gain a deeper perspective on how the topics of this week fit into the course.

For each of the four previous problems (two for S/NC track), write a few sentences describing why the problem is interesting—explain, perhaps, how the problem is an example of some general principles, and/or how you might imagine using the principles of the problem in later life. Try to describe the “punchline” of each problem, as it relates to you.